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Scaramouche is pleased to present “Waitings,” a solo exhibition by Paul Branca. Playing with notions of
artistic labor, Branca circulates urban signs and symbols to near illegibility. Perhaps most indebted to the
Pictures generation, Branca’s paintings appropriate imagery only to abstract it, jarringly juxtaposing the
painterly with the pictorial in absurd combination.
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Inspired by long waits for train service, Branca disarticulates platform advertisements with giddy disregard; a
>'>"!+?3$<$1$'%!6'21+-!$2!-+&,0+&!1'!13$0#75@6*$%1+&!AB,-*1$'%C!$%!Q (waitings), a Dallas BBQ advertisement is
re-articulated as simple iconography: a masking tape face, a deep red daquiri, the letter “q”.
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quintessential urban accessory, makes several appearances: on the surface of Q (waitings), in another series
rendering subway signs as directionless anagrams, as well as in Le partage des pluie, an umbrella stand
positioned atop a pedestal. A performative nod to Duchamp’s readymades, this will be painted white every
three days by gallery staff to, in theory, leave a fresh rainy day imprint on visitor’s belongings.
Such humorous gestures subvert painting’s historically-privileged position. Branca reframes it as
everyday labor, manifest literally as a series of “palette cleansers” which accumulate leftover studio paint as
hourglass-shaped, geometric abstractions. Rounding out “Waitings,” a small chronology of works spell out
the artist’s personal phone number in colorful, blocky patterns, laying bare Branca’s productive position with
tongue-in-cheek candor.
Paul Branca (b. 1974) received his MFA from Bard College in 2010 and his BFA from Queens College
in 2001. Recent exhibitions include “Couch Crash,” a solo show at Golden Parachutes, Berlin, Germany, with
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Gallery, Berlin, Germany; “Half a self, a cave-dweller” at the former convent of St. Cecilia’s Parish, Brooklyn,
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Image: Paul Branca, Untitled, Strawberry (detail), 2011, C-print, 9 x 12 in., ed. 1 of 5.

Altered signs:
Paul Branca’s picture play
David Everitt Howe

Paul Branca is a painter. It!s funny to classify him as such, as I was under the
impression that painting “died” in 1826, when a window-view, heliographic image of the
French countryside was left, rather delicately, on a pewter plate. Discussing this first
print by Joseph Nicéphore Niépce, Roland Barthes mused in Camera Lucida (1981) that
for the very first person to look at this very first photograph, it must have seemed an
awful lot like a painting, and that “photography has been, and still is, tormented by the
ghost of painting.”1 But it is equally evident that this cuts both ways, that contemporary
painting—or rather, what!s left of it, the optical undead—is still haunted by photography.
Branca!s practice is no exception, as his paintings operate in many ways very similar to
certain postmodern strains of photography.

Paul Branca, Untitled, Strawberry, 2011.

Of course, this is not to say that painting and photography are necessarily
dialectical, or that Branca, as a painter, is against photography. Rather, it!s quite the
opposite, as is readily apparent with his solo exhibition “Waitings.” Its press image is, not
coincidentally, a photograph. Not just a photograph, but a photograph of a photograph.
Taking to the streets of Brooklyn, the artist shot a long, drab brick wall, unmarked by
anything but a ghostly squiggle of graffiti. Overlaying this print with a candy wrapper—a
strawberry image extracted from one of his canvases—Branca then photographed this

photograph as a staged “stand in” for his paintings. Untitled, Strawberry (2011)
effectively represents them in a way not so unlike a film still!s allusion to a larger
structure; it is one quotation amid a larger circulation of signs that comprise the
exhibition.
If photography readily quotes and excerpts other images, if it!s the basic
foundation for advertising and cinema, and if it!s symptomatic of a heightened visual
culture, “Waitings” re-articulates this culture through appropriation painting; traveling to
and from his studio, Branca would wait for subway trains late into the night.
Advertisements and signage became subject to a strange insomnia. Incorrectly
pluralizing the term, the title of this exhibition implies many of these waits, and much of
the work is a byproduct of these temporal deferrals; in M (waitings) (2011), a MoMA
exhibition poster loses all of its explanatory text, save for a large “M.” Meanwhile, the
poster!s figurative subject—painter Max Pechstein!s cabaret dancer—is here simplified
and partly veiled by a thin, white layer of paint. Superimposed upon the top portion of the
painting, two floating diagonal squares, seemingly excerpted and airlifted from a Peter
Halley geometric abstraction, form a brash, stylistically-disruptive foreground; in another
painting, an advertisement for a credit card is removed of its slogans, leaving only the
somewhat humorous image of a skier buried in snow. Overlaid with the phrase “I may
paint a face here,” which drops the final “-re” in abrupt midsentence, the language of
advertising is supplanted by a quizzically contingent artistic declaration; in Q (waitings)
(2011), a Dallas BBQ advertisement is re-articulated as simple iconography: a masking
tape face, a deep red daiquiri, the letter "q".

Paul Branca, M (waitings),
2011.

Such unfastened signifiers recur elsewhere in the exhibition, forming a largely
unintelligible, playfully deadpan representational system. The skirt ruffles of Pechstein!s

dancer are echoed as a squiggly line in an adjacent painting, as well as on the wall of
Untitled, Strawberry. The umbrella, quintessential urban accessory, makes several
appearances: it appears on the surface of Q (waitings), as well as overlaid awkwardly
above the canvas subway sign 45 Road – Courthouse Square (2011), part of a larger
series in which the artist has rendered these signs as directionless anagrams. Unlike the
posters, language is not removed but rather senselessly shuffled. Tracing the signposts
of his two subway stops—one by his apartment and the other by his studio—the two
canvas works are translated as “28tree. Chats jokes things” and “Squash doctor euRo
54,” respectively. Bearing the clean graphic indicators of the real thing, they are nothing
if not absurd semiological systems.
Because of its iconographic play, Branca!s work shares many affinities with
artists Wade Guyton, R.H. Quaytmann, and Jutta Koether, among others, many of who
taught him at Bard College. David Joselit, the go-to theorist of recent painting, claimed in
his most recent Artforum essay that these painters are more interested in imagistic
transmission than in producing new pictorial content. Citing an artistic lineage to
appropriation art, Joselit notes that this kind of painting “now enacts the dislocation or
transfer of populations of images: it is, essentially, a broadcast medium.” This may be
true, and collectively this group approaches painting very differently than their Abstract
Expressionist forebears. However, these painters are a disparate bunch and their
cohesion breaks down upon closer scrutiny. Koether is concerned with outmoded forms
of painting and music, specifically punk. Her work, with its expressionistic, tactile fields of
color embedded with doodles and snippets of language, couldn!t be more stylistically
dissimilar to Guyton. He transfers large, abstract Photoshop images onto canvas with
inkjet printers, mediating painting with slightly stuttered technological marks.2

Jutta Koether, Rising, 2009.

Despite these stylistic fissures, Joselit!s observations are perhaps productive in
relation to Branca, whose painterly process is similarly one of symbolic circulation. But
unlike these other practitioners, who dissimulate with abstraction, Branca!s source
material remains recognizable as such, and retains a flat, almost Pop Art pictorialism

despite his thick painterly coagulations. For example, the source of Skier (waitings)
(2011) is instantly spotted at the Carroll Street F, G subway station in Brooklyn: it!s the
MCU VISA credit card advertisement, its “low-rates” beckoning from the platform.
Joselit!s brief nod to appropriation art is perhaps a more productive theoretical
thread. Branca!s strategies owe a great debt to the Pictures generation, a group of
appropriation artists most eloquently discussed by curator and critic Douglas Crimp in his
essay “Pictures” (1979). Comprised of Sherrie Levine, Robert Longo, and Cindy
Sherman, among others (such as Richard Prince, whom Crimp does not directly
address), they took as their primary interest how a photograph is “staged” theatrically—
how a mass media image is framed and constructed as consumerist archetype. Cindy
Sherman, for example, has built a career of photographing herself as if she was the
subject of vaguely familiar movies—vaguely familiar because of their unspecific
modeling. In her photographs, there is a kind of impending fictional conceit that!s only a
fragment of a larger temporal narrative. Noticeably staged, her self-effacing portraits
highlight their own artificial imaging. Richard Prince, meanwhile, re-photographed
Marlboro man advertisements, such as Untitled (cowboy) (1989) among other images, to
grotesquely fetishize common portrayals of American masculinity. To Crimp, “these
processes of quotation, excerptation, framing, and staging that constitute the strategies
of the work…necessitate uncovering strata of representation. Needless to say, we are
not in search of sources or origins, but of structures of signification: underneath each
picture there is always another picture.”3

Richard Prince, Untitled (cowboy), 1989.

Parsing the visual language of advertising and cinema, such critical strategies
de-mythologized commercial constructs of gender and sexuality found in fashion
magazine spreads and cigarette billboards, among other visual ephemera. In “Waitings,”
Branca!s painted poster works speak to the very power of such advertisements, which
clutter New York!s public transit service with private, capitalist interests. When not
touting public service announcements, platforms and train cabs tout credit cards and
advanced degrees, insurance policies and cosmetic surgery. More than merely providing
a public function as a well-oiled circulatory system, the MTA is a well-oiled capitalist one.
Speaking to the almost wanton desire provoked by these poster-proselytized consumer
goods, Weimar-era German scholar Siegfried Kracauer wrote of this “culture of
distraction”:
The posters swoop into the empty space that the spirit itself would not mind
pervading; they drag it in front of the silver screen, which is as barren as an
emptied-out palazzo. And once the images begin to emerge one after the other,
there is nothing left in the world besides their evanescence. One forgets oneself
in the process of gawking, and the huge dark hole is animated with the illusion of
a life that belongs to no one and exhausts everyone.
Writing in 1924 during the apex of modernity, his ideas are no less relevant
today, as those in the 9-to-5 grind leave work only to be engrossed by popular culture:
the cinema, best-selling novels, ballet performances, the Internet, etc. There is little time
(if any) to exercise a free will otherwise un-swayed by the commodity!s colonization of
day-to-day life—by the sheer proliferation of images that are Crimp!s main focus.
As opposed to the strategic deconstructions of many appropriation artists,
Branca!s work almost seems to arrive accidentally, and perhaps paradoxically, via a
strategy of boredom.4 Hardly predetermined, this is in no way a refusal to work—as Paul
Lafargue!s “The Right to be Lazy” (1883) and Raoul Vaneigem!s “The Decline and Fall of
Work” (1967)5 would suggest—but rather, the inability to do so. Lacking the proper tools
or studio, the painter is left without paint, in transit, doing nothing—the doing nothing that
Kracauer would claim is the only way to be fully present and unaffected by visual
distraction. Yet Kracauer doesn!t account for a kind of boredom that exists despite such
distractions. Or rather, boredom with them. In this way, Branca!s canvas posters and
signs offer themselves up for their own undoing, as he, tired and bored with looking at
them, picks apart their mythologies, one by one—as well as the mythological boredom
Kracauer proffers; boredom is turned into just another kind of work, and rendered
defiantly productive.
Assumed into the larger schema of capitalism, “Waitings” is in many ways a
markedly different context than Branca!s first solo exhibition, “Couch Crash,” at Berlin!s
Golden Parachutes. For that exhibition, most of his paintings were offered gratis, and
came off the wall in pieces as a friend claimed each. Little was left but the couch, so to
speak. With “Waitings,” a similar process is enacted in the gallery!s project space, in
which a series of paintings, resembling bright, graphic post-it notes, numerically
reference his phone number. As each work is sold individually, the work slowly
disappears from the wall in a state of gradual dissemination.

This points to ways in which “Waitings” is a continuation of “Couch Crash.” for
which a group of “palette cleansers” were for sale alongside the freebies. Here, “palette
cleansers”—constructed from leftover paint accumulated during the production of the
show—make another appearance as both overlapping triangular forms and geometric
hourglasses. Wall-mounted on a kind of “lazy susan,” the latter can turn in place if
pushed, like the never-ending download hourglass from old computers. Alongside his
other paintings, perhaps they prove that even boredom, as a sort of critical retreat, is no
longer a tenable option with an advanced stage of capitalism. Even if one were to “draw
the curtains” and “surrender to the sofa,” as Kracauer suggests,6 that sofa was probably
purchased at IKEA, if you!re of humble means, or Design Within Reach, if you!ve chosen
a better career path than the arts. As others before me have pointed out,7 Branca!s
previous reciprocal exchanges might seem naïve when monetary value is assigned
every which way, and when such notions of gifting are funded, quite literally, by an allpervasive market economy.

Paul Branca, Le partage des
pluie, 2011.

If anything, Branca!s adept at putting these different value systems in productive
tension—painting and photography, gift and commodity, criticism and complicity. In a
transgressive nod to Duchamp, iconic institutional provocateur, “Waitings” offers a kind
of Duchampian readymade, the first of these famously being a factory-made urinal,
which Duchamp signed and plopped brusquely into a fine art context. An ontological
disruption, it problematized both why one object was decreed as art over another, as
well as an artist!s exceptional ability to assign value upon certain objects. Here, there is
an umbrella stand, placed by the gallery!s front door on a short, elegant pedestal. While

Duchamp!s objects—existing incongruously in situ within museums—are easily
everyday-like, Branca!s Le partage des pluie (2011) is more ambiguous. Bought by
Branca on Amazon.com, it literally becomes its institutional support every three days, as
gallery staff ritually re-paint it an institutional white. Both functional consumer good and
fine art pedestal, Branca frustrates its use-value as an object and its exhibition-value as
an artwork, deconstructing both. Or perhaps, fetishizing both. One is never sure with
Branca, who disarticulates not only systems of meaning, but his own value systems as
well, rendering critical appraisals of consumerism, art practice, and his own artistic hand
playfully ambiguous.
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